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Jet Models

Kinetic-driven: Jet magnetic energy quickly converts into bulk 

kinetic energy after launch, then forms shocks and accelerate 

nonthermal particles, which give rise to emission.

• Evidence: Radio observations see bright moving and standing 

knots.

Magnetic-driven: Jet keeps high magnetization. Current-driven 

instability will locally dissipation magnetic energy to accelerate 

nonthermal particles and create flares.

• Evidence: Minute-scale variability, active polarization variations 

during flares.

Two types of jet models:
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Polarization Observations
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Summary of Polarization Observations

1. Highest polarization degree cannot exceed 40~50%

2. Polarization signatures tend to restore its initial state after 

major variations

3. Strong polarization signatures tend to accompany strong flares

4. Blazars that have shown major polarization variations tend to 

show stronger polarization variations than the ones without 

major polarization changes

 Magnetic field should be partially ordered even in the strongest 

flare, and would generally restore its initial state

 Some blazars tend to have more active magnetic field 

evolution, especially during stronger flares

In terms of magnetic field evolution:
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Shock Scenario
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Kink Scenario
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Summary

1. We perform time-dependent shock and kink simulations with 

detailed polarization-dependent radiation modeling

2. Our magnetic field evolution is self-consistent

3. Strong shocks can strongly compress the magnetic field, 

leading to strong polarization variations

4. Kink instabilities can efficiently dissipate magnetic energy and 

alter the magnetic topology, but the overall polarization degree 

is kept at a moderate level

5. In a moderately magnetized environment, laminar shocks can 

produce moderate polarization variation, but only make weak 

flares

6. Kink instability can make both strong and weak polarization 

variations with respectively strong and weak flares


